
Sunsational Solar Shade
Phantom Screens provide sun protection for this family home in Kelowna, BC

“We really like to eat outside in 
the summer, but we couldn’t do 
it before because of the harsh 
sun and heat – but can now 

thanks to Phantom Screens!” 

— Jean 
Happy Homeowner

PRODUCTS IN ACTION

     
Kelowna, British Columbia  
 
Contemporary

Phantom motorized retractable screen with cable guide

E-Screen 7510 mesh

Phantom Screens Okanagan

With the hot afternoon Okanagan sun shining on to 
their back balcony, these homeowners were limiting 
their time outside eating and entertaining on their 
beautiful deck and in need of major sun protection. 
 
Phantom’s motorized retractable screen with cable guide 
system and solar mesh was installed on the home’s 
upper deck, providing sun protection for both inside 
and outside the home. Now, the homeowners can enjoy 
dining and entertaining outdoors all summer long.

LOCATION: 
 
HOUSE STYLE: 
 
PHANTOM PRODUCT: 
 
MESH TYPE:
 
PHANTOM DISTRIBUTOR: 
 
NEED:  

 

SOLUTION:



OVERVIEW 

Summers in Kelowna, BC, are famously hot, dry, and sunny, and this family 
home is no exception. The upper deck, with it’s specious covered outdoor 
area, provides an ideal setting for entertaining and dining. However, the 
scorching afternoon sun makes it difficult to truly enjoy time outside.  
 
By installing Phantom’s motorized solar shade on the covered patio, the 
solar mesh now blocks the harsh sun, shielding the family from heat and 
extending the lifespan of their furniture and furnishing from damaging 
UV rays. The screen fully retracts out of sight, preserving the views and 
the home’s design, ensuring the beauty of the outdoor space remains 
uncompromised. Expertly installed with a limited lifetime warranty, Phantom 
Screens ensure lasting value and comfort. 

APPLICATION HIGHLIGHTS

It all starts with your outdoor space: Your screen will be custom-built to fit 
your space perfectly – whether it’s a patio, deck, pergola, large window or 
glass wall, we got you covered.

Mesh & fabric options: Your screen’s material gives you control over what 
comes in and out of your space. Choose a tighter or looser mesh or even 
blackout fabric for your space’s need. Things heating up? Try our solar mesh 
to block the sun. 

You’re in control: Phantom Screens has partnered with Somfy® for easy to 
use options. Hand-held remotes, wireless wall switches, sun & win sensors, 
and more. Motorized screens can be integrated into most home automation 
systems, smart devices and smart home apps.

• Custom made & professionally installed
• Features self-tensioning technology that 

helps keep the cables taut in varying 
outdoor conditions, reducing the need for 
maintenance

• Choose from wall or floor mount cable 
options 

• Available with remote controls and smart 
home integration

• Match your home with 9 ready-to-order 
standard colors (wood grain and custom 
match options also available)

PRODUCT FAST FACTS

Contact your local Authorized Phantom 
Screens Distributor to order your 

Phantom screen today!

1-888-PHANTOM   phantomscreens.com

SINGLE UNIT  
WITH MESH - TRACK

WIDTH

Up to 300”
301” to 480”

HEIGHT

192”
132”

SINGLE UNIT  
WITH MESH - CABLE

SINGLE UNIT  
WITH VINYL

Up to 300”
Up to 108”

132”
240”

Width and Height may vary.

Eliminate 
glare 

Industry-leading 
warranty

Hassle-free 
installation included

Reduce UV rays 
& solar heat


